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Introduction
The present work discloses an experimental research conducted in the framework of
the new born field of study known as Neuroeconomics, with the purpose to offer a
contribution

to

the

acknowledged

achievements

concerning

emotional

communication, aimed to improve emotional advertising management with a
transnational marketing perspective.
The paper is structured as following:
- To begin, the new dominant paradigm in Marketing, raised in response to the latest
environmental changes, is presented and discussed.
- Thereafter, tools, techniques, and major achievements from Neuromarketing and
Consumer Neuroscience are reported, in order to point out the advantages that the
named disciplines are able to bring to reach for marketing research principal
objectives.
- It follows a focus on the recent findings on emotions’ influence on human mental
processes, decision making patterns, and behavior. In this context, the research
question of our work comes to be defined, regarding the trade-off between the
universal biological bases of the neural system underlying emotions’ perception,
and the eventual influence of cultural features that might undermine the success of
emotional messages in transnational campaigns.
- The experiment that we have conducted with the kind support and help of the
GTechnology Fondazione Organismo di Ricerca1 is described, and the collected
results are analyzed and discussed.
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The role of cultural differences in consumer emotions:
neuroscientific evidence

"Most people believe the mind to be a mirror, more or less accurately reflecting the
world outside them, not realizing on the contrary that the mind is itself the principal
element of creation." Rabindranath Tagore
The present research lays its foundations on the fusion between two fields that stayed
well distinct until the recent past: neuroscience and economics. From such a
contamination disruptive results and innovations are springing up continuously,
bringing augmented benefits to both the medical and economic branches and merging
into the raise of neuroeconomics. As defined by Zak (2004), neuroeconomics is a
transdisciplinary field, which uses neuroscientific technologies and methodologies to
identify the neural substrates associated with economic decision making. Within the
large umbrella of neuroeconomics, consumer neuroscience and neuromarketing
assume dominant relevance to the purpose of our studies, providing with theoretical
input and practitioner application of consumer decision making and related processes
(Reimann, Schilke, Weber, Neuhaus, and Zaichkowsky, 2011). Observing the
phenomenon, a duplex inner drive inspired our research; on the one hand, it seemed
favorable to explore a new-born learning opportunity, on the other hand, it appeared
appropriate to experience and foster a renovate holistic approach to human
knowledge, highlighting how diverse blends and influences are able to enrich and
push further the accessible achievements.
As argued by the title of the work “The Role Of Cultural Differences in Consumer
Emotions: Neuroscientific Evidence”, the research project in question is aimed to
investigate and enlighten, through neuroscientific tools and techniques, whether there
would be any cultural influence on consumer emotions’ perception, with the ultimate
purpose to improve marketing communication mediated by a potentiated use of
emotional advertising. Anyway, this directly refers to the extreme synthesis of the
final goal and output of the project. The long path that we walked through before
getting to draw some conclusions could be depicted, for sake of simplicity, as a
journey into the consumer mind, enabled and brightened by the new advances made
by neuroscience.
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Expressly,

the

latest

understandings

from

neurobiology

and

cognitive

psychophysiology highlighted the mechanisms through which the thought comes to
be shaped, basing on a constant two-way flow elaboration between central and
peripheral nervous system. As it will be fairly discussed below, human mind, and
therefore consumer mind, turned out to be an extremely powerful entity.
Traditionally, it has been considered as the centre of elaboration for external
information, and the main responsible for the formulation of adaptive responses to
environmental inputs. Let us call it a pro-active reader, in the sense that it could read
the surrounding reality and shape positive responses accordingly. Instead, it resulted
to be a co-writer. That is to say, not only the mind would be able to receive external
stimuli and encode their perception, but it would be also able to alter the named
perception or even auto-produce its own one, thanks to the activation of largely
unconscious and dormant mental models and memory systems, somehow
participating to the creating process of what human lastly recognize as reality. It is in
the above-mentioned theoretical framework that we set our work, examining specific
mental processes in the perspective that they are influential and activated in
perception encoding, rather than passive. Indeed, they are principal elements of
creation.

Once that the premises and the orientation of the research are settled, it is suitable to
move to the structure and goals of the project, illustrated step by step below. Before
going inside the core of the present achievements, it appeared necessary to offer an
overview of the current marketing paradigm, in order to individuate the pillars among
which the new disciplines, namely consumer neuroscience and neuromarketing,
arose. In Chapter 1, a summarizing review of epochs in marketing literature is
provided; special attention has been addressed to the latest one, identified by Vargo
and Lusch (2004) as “Marketing as a social and economic process”. Its salient traits
have been discussed, with a focus on the recent trends of relational and consumercentered marketing. Laying on the renowned assumption according to which “value
creation is only possible when a good or service is consumed” (Gummesson, 1998),
it became clear as day that the consumer was much more than the target of
companies’ supply; indeed, he/she was both a fundamental value co-creator and an
essential resource.
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Marketing function has progressively gone through a redesign course and gained the
crucial responsibility for achieving the inseparability between who offer and the
consumer, in order to attain the so-called “balanced centricity” assessment of the
market (Gummesson, 2002). Thus, entering the mind of the consumer became the
primary objective, in a renovate perspective: not to convince him/her to buy, but to
produce what he/she would be willing to own, shifting from a persuading marketing
viewpoint to an encompassing one. In pursuing the named aim, the most influential
variable in shaping consumer behavior and building company-consumer
relationships appeared to be the need for self and collective identity (C.B.
Bhattacharya and Sankar, 2003).
The present globalized environment came to be characterized by the increasing raise
of global mediascapes and transnational capital flows, together with the exponential
growth of market made commodities and desire induced marketing symbols (Eric J.
Arnould and Craig J. Thompson, 2005). In such a context, the consumer ended up
being surrounded by heterogeneous systems of meanings and overlapping cultural
grouping phenomena, facing the need to re-define his/her individual self in relation
to a fluid, plural and hybrid reality. This existential goal ultimately resulted to be the
inner driver of consumer purchase behavior and decision making processes. In order
to understand and re-act consistently to such intimate reasons, marketing research
had to evolve. Quantitative methods turned out to be insufficient to the scope, and
the qualitative ones had to be improved.
Laying on transdisciplinary contributions (e.g. from psychology, anthropology,
sociology), new techniques and approaches have gained a foothold in consumer
insight, the most iconic of which could be identified with the Zaltman Metaphor
Elicitation Techinque (Zaltman, 1997). It is in the above described framework that
neuroscience started to rise up as a priceless source, for its potential to unveil the
patterns of human though and behavior through the understanding of the underlying
neural activity.

In Chapter 2 consumer neuroscience and neuromarketing have been introduced and
described in terms of major tools and techniques, together with a literature review of
their acknowledged achievements. Great emphasis has been reserved to the evidence
concerning human emotions, since neuroscientific progress brought revolutionary
findings on the subject, almost discarding the neoclassical economic theories.
4

All the models derived from the theoretical construct of the homo economicus
originally designed by John Stuart Mill, lay on the assumption of rationality. To tell
it in other words, humans would be rational economic agents making their choices
driven by the will to maximize their utility function, in the attempt to reach for the
highest possible value in the market, consistently with their personal rating of
benefits and costs. Disclosures coming from advanced studies of the nervous systems
revealed that rationality itself, as a defined entity, does not exist. Indeed, cognition
comes to work as a comprehensive system relying on the interconnection of all the
information travelling across the neural networks, including experiential, emotional,
and evocative one.
Specifically, emotions have been the object of a strong revaluation as a crucial
determinant in mental processing. After having been portrayed as the traditional
counter part of reason, emotion turned out to be its foundation and complement. First
of all, neuroimaging studies revealed that deliberative decision making processes
primary depend on emotional brain systems (Venkatraman et al., 2009). Moreover,
there is wide evidence that emotional stimuli would benefit from increased brain
activity in terms of attention, cognition and memory, with respect to other elicitation
systems (McGaugh and Benno Roozendal, 2002; LeDoux 1986a, 1986b, Li et al.,
1996; Cacioppo, Berntson, Klein, Poehlmann, 1997; Cacioppo, Berntson, Larsen,
Poehlmann, Ito, 2000).
Such a privilege finds its reason of being in the neural substrate of emotional
processing; precisely, a fundamental role would be played by the activation of
adrenal stress hormones, namely glucocorticoids and epinephrine, characterizing the
emotional arousal, together with the patterns triggered in the amygdala-hipothalamus
complex. Thus, after having analyzed and discussed the evidence supporting the new
perspective, we turned our attention to the implications that such discoveries entailed
to marketing communication, within a managerial viewpoint.
In virtue of what had been previously highlighted in Chapter 1, concerning the
importance of building a relational-consumer focused marketing function, aimed to
provide consumers with self and collective defining attributes and design a
consumer-company social identity, emotional communication came as a not to be
missed opportunity.
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Therefore, in Chapter 3 emotions have been deeply analyzed through the lengths of
consumer neuroscience literature and findings, in order to bring to light their
strengths as a resource in shaping successful marketing strategies. It has to be
remarked that the field of study is still in its early stage of life, being in constant
development and improvement though leaving many questions to be answered yet.
Our purpose was to contribute to the progress, adding value to the current knowledge
about emotional advertising management, with an international viewpoint. Our effort
was channeled to outline the settings of actionable emotional communication in a
globalized context, taking advantage of consumer neuroscience’s techniques. We
focused on how cultural variables could affect emotions perception in different target
countries, starting from the following observations. From the neuroscientific
literature on emotions exposed in our review, it emerges that emotions relay on
physiological neural processes that, given their biological basis, result to be
universal- therefore transnational- to great extent. It might then go without saying
that emotional elicitation would appear to be an extremely powerful means of
communication, especially to the marketing of multinational and globalized
companies; there would be the opportunity to design effective international
campaigns with minimum costs of adaptation. Unfortunately, it is not as obvious as
it may sound. Indeed, caution is required while dealing with emotional
communications in a transnational context. The cultural filter is turning out to exert
a significant influence on emotions processing in human brain, mainly because
culture itself is entrenched in the neural substrate of the thought, shaping neural
patterns and influencing brain’s representations (Berry, 1976; Diamond, 1997;
Georgas and Berry, 1995; McElreath et al. 2003; Shinobu Kitayama and Ayse K.
Uskul, 2011).
Emotional stimuli, though being biologically absorbed and elaborated, are not said
to be equally perceived all around the world; there might be a relevant dependency
on cultural features’ intervention. For instance, to simple empirical observation, it
can be noticed that non-conventional communication, from emotional till shocking
advertising, is becoming a major trend in Anglophones countries, whereas is still
struggling to gain acceptance in others, such as Italy - we reported the famous case
of Oliviero Toscani campaigns as a symbolic example.
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We attempted to provide with neuroscientic evidence to explain the above mentioned
phenomenon, trying to understand whether such a reluctance in receiving nonconventional messages in Italy could be attributable to socio-political norms’ issues,
or to a deeper embedded neural-based mental model.
The latest goal of the research was to highlight whether some kind of emotional
communication would be ultimately efficient and effective in terms of attention,
cognition, and memory, despite the criticism coming from the public opinion because
of social acceptability, or the arousal would end up impairing cognitive processing,
in virtue of a refusal originated by culturally shaped neural patterns and mental
models. In order to achieve our purpose we designed our experiment and
implemented it with the fundamental support and cooperation of GTechnology
Foundation.
In Chapter 4, the whole experience has been illustrated in methodology,
implementation, and results. We tested 36 volunteers with an Italian cultural basis on
a video composed by six parts in total: a documentary, three commercials and two
social marketing spots; only the latter were the real target stimuli. The documentary
was always showed at the beginning, with the purpose to record the EEGbiofeedback baseline track; it is a common practice to use documentaries for this
scope, given their almost neutral and descriptive connotation. The three commercials,
by Coca-Cola, Evian and Ikea were aimed to distract the subjects and to not let them
focus on the two target stimuli; they were rearranged randomly in order to avoid any
sequence-related bias and they were always alternate placed, such that the two social
marketing spots were not displayed subsequently. The target stimuli were:
 “Think! Live with it” video on road safety from the social marketing campaign run
in the UK by the Department of Transport.
 “Sulla buona strada” video on road safety from the social marketing campaign run
in Italy by Ministero delle Infrastrutture e dei Trasporti2.
The two videos seemed highly suitable because, although sharing the same content,
their communicative styles are extremely opposing; the English spot is an emotional,
almost shocking video in which the body of a dead child often appeared, while the
Italian one follows a didactic approach.

2

It is the correspondent Italian name of the Department of Transports.
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We have chosen to focus on social marketing campaigns considering that social
marketing itself results to be the field where non-conventional communication has
gained more popularity; since its main purpose is fostering a certain behavioral
conduct rather than promoting a product/service, it implies a greater need for
emotional elicitation in order to reach for the audience’s engagement.
Moreover, this allowed us to focus on the communicative process, while minimizing
biases deriving from brand image or consumer-company relationships that could
have arose in using commercials as target stimuli.
We tested the reactions of the participants through the EEG-Biofeedback as
neuroscientific tool, the Eyetracker as behavioral tool, and a survey as qualitative
technique. The combined use of various research instruments allowed us to draw our
conclusions laying on several complementary metrics listed below.
EEG-Biofeedback derived metrics:
• Awareness: it is built as the average between Attention and Evocative. In
commercials’ analysis, it represents the degree of brad’s memorization. To the
purpose of the present research, it is taken as a metrics that expresses the capability
of remembering the inner message of the spot.
• Novelty: it is built as the average between Attention and Learning. It measures the
capability of transferring new information.
• Persuasion: it is built as the average between Evocative and Learning. It measures
the activation of high engagement levels in the subjects.
Neurometrics are expressed on a scale of 0-100. When the index is above the
threshold L52, the related metrics is enabled; this means that the stirring has started
significantly the metrics. If the index is between L52 and L48, the metrics is in the
"Routine" state. Below the threshold L48, the metrics is off.

OFF

OF
F

FIGURE 1.1: Screenshot from
EEG-Biofeedback activity.
It
indicates the three states of
activation (activation; routine;
deactivation)
related
to
neurometrics ratings. Picture from
kind concession of GTechnology
Foundation.
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Eyetracker metrics:
• The number of fixations: the number of times that gaze remains fixed on a target.
During fixations information is collected and processed by the brain.
• Mean time to fixation: is the average time devoted to the observation of an object.
If it is less than 200 ms is not effective, if it is higher than 500 ms indicates a
difficulty in understanding.
• Time of Saccade: fast movements of the eye needed to switch from one fixation
point to another. If this index is too high it means confusion and little usability of
the stimulus.
• Visual attention - hotspot: the points in red are the ones that have a higher visual
concentration, while those ones in green indicate less attractive areas
• Stochastic reading: represents the order in which information is read. Used to
identify which parts obstruct the flow or benefit experiential flow.
The survey permitted us to double check whether subjects’ declarations, which came
after a mediated reasoning, matched the unconscious cognitive activity detected by
neuroimaging and behavioral tools, or there were distorting biases. We reported our
results’ discussion after having detailed illustrated our experiment.
From the EEG-Biofeedback we expected to register major anxiety during the UK
video, given its shocking form; what we wanted to verify was whether the negative
emotions inspired by the sight of a dead child provoked an impairment of other
mental processing, therefore invalidating the effectiveness of the communication or,
conversely, an enhancement of Attention, Learning and Evocative.
To reach for further evidence from the Eyetracker, we aimed to check whether the
image of the dead child in the UK video was so disturbing to cause the deflection of
subjects’ gaze or it turned to be a focus point.
The first macro result that is observable from the gathered data, is the fact that the
UK road safety spot generates greater activity in the EEG-Biofeedback patterns. A
part from the case of Focus metrics, which measures the focus on details and happens
to be higher in the IT spot, all the other metrics performed better during the display
of the English video, as clearly visible from the tables displaying metrics’ ratings
reported below.
9

UK Road safety spot

IT road safety spot

Map Legend:
Enabled metrics (x>52)
Routine-state metrics (52>x>48)
Disabled metrics (48>x)

The phenomenon is significantly relevant to the purpose of our research, since our
aim was to verify whether there would have been an impairment in cognitive
processes due to the shocking form of the UK spot message.
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Right from the EEG-Biofeedback analysis it is possible to state that the hypothesized
impairment did not take place, indeed the video appeared to raise the mental
processes with respect to the other one. This early observation moves away from the
current opinion, according to which shocking advertising would be generally
ineffective to an Italian audience; whereas it confirms and reinforces the
neuroscientific theories, according to which emotional communication would benefit
from substantial activation in cognitive processing, specifically when it comes to
negative emotions’ elicitation.
The Eyetracker, although being a behavioral tool and therefore lacking in mental
processing highlights, somehow complete and confirm such findings. At first, we
have used the Eyetracker to check subjects’ reactions to the death body of the child
in the English spot; consistently with the EEG-Biofeedback metrics that outlined an
increase in attentive patterns, the hotspots showed that the dead body was a major
gaze’s focus point in the screen. Formulating a hypothesis based both on the current
opinion about shocking advertising in Italy and on the answers gathered from the
survey, which describe the UK video as disturbing, distressing, and even horrendous,
we could have expected, as a natural reaction, to observe subjects moving away their
look. But they did not. Instead, they stayed fix on that image.
FIGURE 1.2 and 1.3:
Screenshots from the
Eyetracker
records.
The pictures show two
frames from the UK
road safety spot; it is
observable
that
subjects’ gaze is fixed
on the dead body of the
child, highlighted by
the red circle.
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Anyway, although it has been proved for emotions to perform better in capturing
attention and eliciting memory systems, this is not enough to grant a successful
outcome of the communication. It may be argued that, despite engaging the public,
the non-conventional form could distract the focus from the real claim of the
campaign. Even if it is not the time and place to give an absolute rule of thumb on
the subject, it is still possible to make a point about the present case. It is relevant to
notice that in the last frames of the UK spot, when the claims about speed limits are
displayed, the gaze is progressively centered on every word and on the signal of speed
limit, as shown by the screenshots below.

This result, together with the observation that correspondently to those scenes the
EEG-Biofeedback metrics are good on average, it is conceded to presume that the
message has been carefully read. Considering the fact that the cognitive activity of
the subject had been in a state of general activation during the whole display of the
spot, it seems reasonable to infer that, not only the claim has been read, it should have
been also accepted and absorbed. Therefore, concerning the experiment, it can be
concluded that the unconventional spot, namely the English one, was the most
effective in terms of brain elicitation and message delivery.

Furthermore, the answers from the survey seem to be almost aligned with the
depicted picture. At the beginning, subjects were asked to give judgement about the
six videos, including the target stimuli, but also the documentary and the three
commercials. Among the answers, we have gathered and analyzed the ones regarding
the target stimuli and found out that subjects revealed significantly higher engaged
towards the English video, rather than the Italian one3.

3

See Table 4.3.
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Nonetheless, when they have been asked to operate a direct comparison among the
two videos, answering to the question “Between the two road safety videos, which
one do you think to be the most effective as part of a sensitizing road safety
campaigns?”, they have split almost equally with a slight majority choosing the
English spot (52.78% UK road safety spot; 47.22% IT road safety spot). The data are
interesting and worthy to be discussed. It seems reasonable to assume that, in
answering the first set of questions, subjects still totally ignored the core of the
research, and probably did not build any relevant connection among the two road
safety videos. Thus, their replies resulted to be instinctive and spontaneous to
relevant extent.
Instead, when they went for the direct comparison, they probably realized that there
was a focus on the two videos and gave a more reasoned answer. For instance, that
was the moment when mental models shaped by culture might have played a role. In
delivering a mediated answer, there might have been an internal debate about the
social acceptability of the English video, driving almost half to the participants to
state that the Italian video was the most effective, while all the previous results clearly
stand in favor of the English one. This stays as a hypothesis, further insights would
be needed to provide with a concrete evidence; there seem to be a fertile ground to
set a focused research.
Additionally, it is worthy to notice that the most widely shared feelings during the
English video have been acknowledged to be anguish and surprise, while concerning
the Italian spot, indifference has prevailed. The result implies the fact that during the
UK road safety spot, the emotional elicitation successfully took place; while the
Italian video did not come to be relevantly characterized by emotional arousal. In the
IT spot, the charged emotion seems to have stayed below the activation threshold.
This have been confirmed by the adjectives selected by the subject to describe the
videos. Subjects attached negative emotional attributes to the UK video, while
concerning the Italian spots there was no trace of emotional stimulation.
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Conclusion
The results that we have gathered and analyzed globally stand in favor of the
neuroscientific emotional theories, according to which emotions would be able to
enhance cognitive activity. During the English video, on average subjects showed
greater activation in terms of attention, learning and awareness, thus permitting to
define the spot as the most communicative and impactful among the two, despite the
strong, shocking form. The cultural influence emerged from the survey, in which
subject identified the English spot as disturbing and even horrendous, showing a
trend to refuse that kind of communication when they have been asked to express
their opinion about it. Such a discrepancy might represent the starting point for a
broader research, aimed at highlighting how mediated perception, driven by
experience and cultural based mental models, may happen to differ by the actual
spontaneous underlying neural activity; in-depth interviews would be suitable to the
purpose. It is due to restate that our outcome has no pretense to lead to absolute
statements, it is just a drop in the bucket of the developing research. Nonetheless, it
allowed us to draw two major conclusions. First of all, what appears as disturbing
and distressing to the common opinion, it is not said to be ineffective in terms of
communication. In the specific case, the English video, that could have been easily
defined as excessively sick by the Italian press –as it happened even to softer
campaigns- ultimately resulted to be the one able to engage the subjects and enable
their awareness and memorization systems. To our opinion, this seemed
representative enough to suggest that not only emotions are confirmed to be a
powerful communicational channel, but also that cultural differences are not
inevitably an obstacle in consumer emotions’ perception; indeed, they might come
as opportunity as well.
Moreover, the experiment has offered concrete evidence of the fact that
neuroscientific techniques and tools are empowered to reveal hidden and mostly
unconscious aspects of the human thought, that would not being perceivable through
other means. On the other hand, it has to be noticed that the use of the survey also
brought additional and complementary information. Such observation appears to be
a further hint of the fact that, when it comes to marketing research, an holistic
approach would enrich the variety and reliability of the available data, leading to
improved results.
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